More of the same: Senate GOP tax bill redistributes wealth upward

The Republican Senate tax plan, like its precursors from the president and the House, lavishes tax cuts on the wealthiest Ohioans while raising taxes for some middle-class families and dramatically growing the deficit, endangering funding for critical programs many Ohio families depend on.

A new study by the Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy (ITEP) finds the Senate tax plan provides tax cuts averaging close to $42,000 a year — 2 percent of pre-tax income — to the richest 1 percent of Ohioans as of 2027. This plan is a little more generous than earlier GOP plans to the next highest 4 percent of earners: They also get a cut of 2 percent of pre-tax income. Altogether, the top 5 percent of Ohio earners get 45 percent or more of the total value of the tax cut over the decade. The bottom 60 percent of taxpayers get around 20 percent.

In contrast, the poorest get a cut that is less than 1 percent of pre-tax income — half of the share the richest get. Like the other tax plans, the Senate bill opens a $1.5 trillion hole in the federal deficit over 10 years and will create pressure to cut programs that help struggling people and families with food, shelter, health care and other critical services. Children, disabled people, seniors and students are among the groups that will be hurt the most.

“The three plans we've seen have been very similar in structure and impact, with huge cuts to the wealthiest and corporations, and modest or negligible benefits to everyday working Ohio families,” said Wendy Patton, Senior Project Director of Policy Matters Ohio. “For many families, the value of any tax cut they get will be wiped out as the deficit explodes, driving pressure to cut health care, nutritional assistance, financial aid and funding for clean water and safe roads.”

In Ohio, the Senate tax plan would give the richest 1 percent an average tax cut of $32,300 in 2019, growing to $41,840 by 2027. This is slightly less extravagant than the House plan, but still enormous compared to other income groups. On average, a household in the middle 20 percent would get a tax cut of $630 in 2019 that would grow to $790 by 2027.

Like the other GOP tax plans, some households will pay more under the Senate version. Both in 2019 and 2027, more than one in 10 Ohioans would pay more under the Senate GOP plan. An even greater share of upper-middle-income residents would pay more. However, only 2 percent of the wealthiest 1 percent would face a tax hike under the Senate plan.

“The Senate plan is similar to the House plan because it is aimed at helping the richest, not the rest of us,” Patton said. “Meanwhile, the cuts these plans will surely cause will hurt the most vulnerable and reduce or eliminate federal programs people value: Medical research to cure diseases, funding for roads, bridges and clean water, financial aid for college students and health care for the elderly, people with disabilities and families of low and modest income.”
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